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S

haped by a predominant natural axis, Adour, the
eleven municipalities of the country Grenadois
are delighted to welcome you.
This area offers, by his geographical position, history
and local wishes a panel of various tourist offers,
both heritage, cultural or environmental with, among
others, the « bastide » (walled city) of Grenade on
the Adour, the chapel of Our Lady of rugby and her
showroom in Larrivière Saint-Savin, the chapel and
the museum of the « course landaise » (traditional
sport of Gascony) in Bascons or the Saligues Adour in
the towns of Bordères and Lamensans and Cazères
sur l’Adour.
Many events are scheduled during the year in
partnership with Nature guards County Council of the
Landes, Adour Institution and CPIE Seignanx Adour.
Three weekly markets punctuate the year, on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. Six loops hikes
through the country Grenadois. Side leisure, canoe
trips on the river Adour and horse ride are organized
by local associations.
We hope in this document provide richer information
and reliable as possible in all areas that may be helpful.

The tourist office undertakes in
the respect for the authenticity of the offer,
the friendliness of the service
and the ease of access to the information.
Tourism quality commitment approach
In order to better receive and improve the quality
of our tourist services, we aim to get the QUALITY
TOURISM mark.
We are committed to offer :
> A personalized welcome.
> A clear and precise information.
> A competent staff.
> A comfortable place.
> Tailored travel information.
Find us on :
facebook.com/otpaysgrenadois
Tourist Office of Pays Grenadois
14, place des Tilleuls
40270 Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 45 98

E-mail : tourisme@cc-paysgrenadois.fr

English leaflet avaible on the web.
El folleto esta disponible en español en el
sitio web.

> www.cc-paysgrenadois.fr/tourisme

Opening time
● Monday to friday : 8:30 am -12:30 pm
and 1:30 pm - 6:00 pm
● Saturday : 8:30 am -12:30 pm

The tourist office has an audio device
for the the hearing impaired
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Stayed connected !
For inform you at the Tourist Office

>
>
>

Free access wi-fi space.

>

www.cc-paysgrenadois.fr/tourisme

Several cultural and nature activities
are organized in the territory all along the year.
See the last page of this leaflet
or the program available at the Tourist Office.

Tablets at disposal.
Screen display for continuous information.
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Cultural

heritage
Grenade-sur-l’Adour...
Grenade-sur-l’Adour, the name of our « bastide » (walled
city) comes from Granada in the south of Spain. During the
XIVth and XVth centuries, when these cities were created,
they were given the names of foreign towns such as
Geaune after Genoa in Italy or Barcelone du Gers after
Barcelona in Spain.
At that time the Muslims were ruling the kingdom of
Granada which was lost in the end of the XVth century. So,
we think that name is linked to the Reconquista of Spain
by the Christians.
After Jeanne-Marie FRITZ, historian.

Grenade-sur-l’Adour
and surroundings
This « bastide » was founded in 1322 and occupied
by the English until 1442. The names of a few streets
remind us of those times : « street of the ditches »,
« street of the city walls » and « street of the covered
way ». Walking through the arcade of the central
square you will see houses from these old days. From
the bridge over the river Adour the view is particularly
fine and picturesque (houses with wooden balconies).
A path with information panels accompanied by an
informative booklet are available at Tourist Office.
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Religious heritage
Saint-Amand church and chapel in
Bascons

Saint-Pierre and Saint-Paul of Marsan
church in Grenade-sur-l’Adour

The church of Saint-Amand in the village of Bascons is
one of the most beautiful in the area : it is registered
as a Historical Monument. It was nearly destroyed by
fire during the Religion Wars but you can still see many
signs of an old castle : a watch tower, loopholes...
Besides this impressive structure there are other
points of real interest : a church tower with five bells,
a flamboyant gothic portal, three large polychromatic statues (XVIIIth century), three reredos (XVIIth and
XVIIth centuries) and a pulpit (XVIIth) showing three
older parts (XVIth).
Visible during the mass.

It rises on the side of the central square, a square
lined with arches, typical in bastides. Registered as a
Historical Monument, it was built in the XIVth century
except for the two towers added in 1833. When inside,
the curious thing is that the altar is not directly in line
with the central nave ! Some of the most interesting
antique elements come from Castelle Abbey : a carved
wooden pulpit, an altar and a retable all from the XVIIIth
century. Among many paintings of great interest, one
of them showing a Deposition is quite remarkable.
Open daily from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Saint-Jean-Baptiste church in Lussagnet
This church was formerly of roman style but it
was often modified in the following centuries. The
The small chapel of Saint-Amand was built in 1946 tabernacle and the reredos registered as Historical
on the place of a well the water of which was said to Monuments are quite remarkable. There is also a fine
be miraculous: it could cure pellagra that raged in XVIIIth century decor : statues, pillars, bas-reliefs.
Gascony a long time ago… On top, a campanile with Visible during the mass.
three bells shows the deep religious devotion to the
patron Saint.

Church of Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Built on roman vestiges, this church was often
modified in the past centuries. Inside, there is a
reredos (WVIIIth) made of gilded carved wood with
three impressive paintings. The bell is registered as a
Historical Monument.
Visible during the mass.
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Church of Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour

Pottery in Castandet

This church was built in the XVIth century in flamboyant
gothic style. Don’t miss the remarkable portal and
the onion-shaped dome. Inside two interesting
paintings, two statues and a baptistery dating from
the Renaissance. Visible during the mass.

This

activity

was born in 1834
and became soon
very

important

because of its clays

Chapel of Lamensans in Bordères-et- and calcareous clays.
Lamensans
Now there is only one kiln

The chapel is standing on a sort of balcony overhanging
the valley of the Adour River so that the view is quite
impressive and beautiful. It was built in the XIIth
century but often modified during the following times.
These modifications can be seen on the walls outside.
Walking around and paying attention to every detail is
a poetic experience. Cannot be visited.

left. Permanent exhibition
of pottery at the city hall.
For information : tel. +33 (0) 5 58 44 06 55.

Arena Jean de Lahourtique in Bascons
Franck Bonnefous, an architect from Mont de Marsan,
drew the plan and unpaid people from the village
built the arena. This arena is made of wooden pine
and registered as a Historical Monument.

Interesting sights of the area
Megalith of Guillay in Larrivière-SaintSavin
This imposing megalith of local sandstone is a
Historical Monument. The stone shows very early
carvings : a cervidae and a cart with wheels axle and
shaft.

Eiffel Bridge at Cazères-sur-l’Adour
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This bridge was built over the Adour River in 1880 by
the famous French engineer. It is the only one of that
kind in the area (registered as a historical monument).

Marche Cazérienne
This marching song is dedicated to a show called la
“course landaise”. This show is very popular in that area
of the south west of France and it is given in the arena.
It’s different from bullfight : people watch light black
cows, acrobatic men or women, enjoy lots of music…
and the Marching Song ! Its composer was Fernand
Tassine in 1900 and Geoge Rande wrote the lyrics in
1906. On the occasion of local fairs there’s always an
orchestra playing this lively music. To see and hear at
Tourism Office.

Other places to visit
Museum and chapel of « course landaise »
in Bascons
This is the only museum of the sort in France. It gives the
keys to help visitors
to understand and
appreciate that so
particular
show
with clear teaching
boards, videos and
verbal explanations.
They used conchiferous stones to build
the chapel which
stands near the
museum. Every year,
on Ascension Day,
“pilgrims”
(course
landaise lovers) meet
and gather in front of
the Blessed Virgin who protects the courageous actors
of the shows...
The museum is open from april 13 to october 15 : in april,
may, june, september and october on wednesday and saturday between 2:00 pm and 6:00 pm. In july and august
on tuesday, wednesday, thursday and friday between 2:30
pm and 6:30 pm. 4 euros/adult, 2 euros/child.
For groups, every day by appointment. Information at +33
(0) 5 58 52 91 76, 3 euros/person.

Chapel Notre Dame of Rugby and her
showroom in Larrivière-Saint-Savin
The place is devoted to rugby under the protection of
the Blessed Virgin, rugby players and rugby lovers from

France and everywhere
else… Four stained-glass
windows illustrate the
theme and about 185
shirt-jerseys remind visitors
of famous rugby heroes. An
exhibition room completes
the visit. Open every day
between 9:00 am and 5:00
pm. Free admission.

Little Museum of History from the Landes
in Grenade-sur-l’Adour
1200 strange or ordinary objects illustrate the country
memory and history. Moreover Marina makes the museum
full of life with her knowledge and anecdotes. A second
exhibition room shows woodcutter tools as well as tools
used by the workers who collected pine resin. It’s also a
place of great interest for pupils.

Open from wednesday to friday between 2:00 pm and
6:00 pm or by appointment. For groups, every day by
appointment. Information at +33 (0) 6 70 45 24 20.
3 euros/adult, 2 euros/child from 12 to 18 years and free
for children under 12.

Pavilion of resistance and deportees in
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
On the 13th of June 1944, members of the Resistance
led by René Vielle caught an important German
goods train at the gates of Grenade-sur-l’Adour. By
way of reprisal, people were gathered on the central
square watching their city burning. So hostages were
arrested and many of them were made prisoners.
The museum was opened in 1999 to remind us these
dark times. Free admission. Guided tours, by reservation.

Tel. : +33 (0) 6 70 45 24 20.
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Grenadois

Map of Pays

D30

Mont-de-Marsan
Bordeaux
Museum and chapel
of « course landaise »

D824

ARTASSENX

Bird
watching

Walking path

BASCONS

Bascons > pleasant course on forest paths
and secondary roads, giving to see beautiful
elements of local heritage.

Arena Jean de
Lahourtique

MAURRIN

St-Amand
Chapel

St-Amand
Church

Peyrot
Lake

Saint-Sever
D924 Dax
Bayonne

GRENADE
SUR-L’ADOUR

ST-MAURICE
SUR-ADOUR

Pavilion of Resistance
and Deportees

Church

CA

Little Museum of History
from the Landes

St-Pierre and St-Paul
of Marsan Church

BORDÈRE
ET-LAMENS

Walking path
Tourist Office

Grenade-sur-l’Adour >
course on secondary roads and
agricultural paths, giving to
discover landscapes agricultural
and punctuated with attractive
wooded sections.

LARRIVIÈRE
ST-SAVIN

Chapel
of Rugby

Megalith
of Guillay

Walking path
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Larrivière-Saint-Savin >
pleasant course between Adour and
agricultural hillsides on small roads and
paths. Some made uneven afforested
invigorating, elements of local heritage and
magnificent panorama.

Saligues of
Adour

Eugénie
les-Bains

Bordères-e
attractive sta
the valley an
Pleasant circ
paths, decor
of the valley
agricultural c

s

Cultural heritage

A65

Natural heritage
Picnic area

Villeneuve-de-Marsan
Agen
How to get here ?
Bordeaux
Car > 1100 km from Atlantic ocean, 80 km from Py-

N

renees, 65 km from Dax, 65 km de Pau, 15 km from
Mont de Marsan. 150 km from Bordeaux, A65 Bordeaux/Pau.
Train > Mont-de-Marsan - Dax.
International airport > Pau and Bordeaux.
Bus shuttle service > Mont-de-Marsan - Pau /
Mont-de-Marsan - Auch.

ASTANDET

ES
SANS

Nogaro
Auch
Toulouse

LE VIGNAU
Chapel of
Lamensans

St-Jean-Baptiste
Church

LUSSAGNET

Church
Gioule
Lake

Saligues of
Adour
Eiffel
Bridge

National forest
of Laveyron

CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR

Walking path

Walking path

et-Lamensans >
tarting point with panorama on
nd in clear weather on Pyrenees.
cuit on secondary roads and rural
rated with a charming crossing
y of the Laguibaou through the
campaign.

Adour

Aire-sur-l’Adour
Pau

Cazères-sur-l’Adour >
pleasant circuits on secondary
roads and rural paths, decorated
with small streams through the
agricultural campaign.
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Natural

heritage
Settings of interest for nature lovers
Saligues of Adour in Bordères-etLamensans and Cazères-sur-l’Adour
This setting is well-known for its typical wildlife and
flora in damp places. The changing meanders of
the river give birth to a quite specific vegetation :
submerged weeds and plants, numerous varieties
of trees such as willows (the place is named after
these trees : willows = saules = saligues). The
environment is so quiet that it protects a very rich
fauna : migratory and settled birds, animals living in
the banks (coypus, polecats, or uncommon species
such as otters) and living in the water (tortoises,
toads, ...).
A trail with information panels and sensory path allows
the public to go along the « quite zone » and to discover
the natural site, particulary the lake of Cazères-surl’Adour. Access by Bordères-et-Lamensans y Cazèressur-l’Adour. Parking, picnic tables.
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Bird watching in Bascons
There’s a brook called
« des Longs » with a
compensating reservoir.
Around the reservoir,
from observation posts
you’ll watch a very
interesting fauna and
flora.

The lakes
Gioule lake in Cazères-sur-l’Adour
From the observatory you’ll watch a lot of migratory
birds living there. Surrounded by the forest, the place
is ideal for walks. The jetty is not allowed when birds
are breeding.

Peyrot lake in Maurrin
In the heart of that local forest this lake is the best
place for walking, fishing, angling and bird-watching.
(ducks, waders…).

National forest of Laveyron in Lussagnet
The national forest of Laveyron is now being
regenerated after the terrible storm of 2000 under
the supervision and management of the National
Forest Office (ONF). This state property shows an
uncommon remarkable flora : beech trees, ash
trees, oaks and floral species living damp places :
marsh St-John‘s wort, anemones, scillas… A few
paths lead to swampy area.

THE ADOUR...
Barely visible most of the time, the Adour River is yet an
essential element in this “grenadois” countryside : it is a
sort of frontier along the villages of Cazères-sur-l’Adour,
Bordères-et-Lamensans, Grenade-sur-l’Adour, Larrivière-StSavin and Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour.
Running down the high Pyrenean Mountains, the river is still wild
in this part of its way and it is really navigable only with canoes
and kayaks.
You’ll see the wide river when on the bridges of Cazères-surl’Adour and Grenade-sur-l’Adour ; you’ll discover it as wandering
along the Saligues of Bordères-et-Lamensans and Cazères-surl’Adour, large area where it flows slowly, giving birth to a real
specific fauna and flora. You’ll also enjoy following its lazy course
along the bank paths of Grenade-sur-l’Adour and Cazères-surl’Adour.
The Tourist Office will give you information about these most
pleasant discoveries.
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Leisure & activities
Sport and relaxing

Following the current

Petanque (bowls)

Open-air swimming-pool

There is a bowl area in the towns of Artassenx,
Cazères-sur-l’Adour, Grenade-sur-l’Adour and SaintMaurice-sur-Adour.

Open from May 30th to August 28th in Grenade-surl’Adour. Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 47 76

Pelota

Discover the Adour River through three distances (4,
13 and 17 km) with a qualified instructor. Rent a canoe
for 1 hour 30 or for a whole day. Safety equipment
(life-jackets, paddles, watertight cans) at disposal.
Possible boarding from 6 to 25 people. Tel. : +33 (0) 5 47

Bascons and Grenade-sur-l’Adour are equipped with
open-air front walls permitting to practice pelota. In
Artassenx, it’s an indoor one.

Tennis
Free or rented tennis courts are available in Bascons,
Bordères-et-Lamensans, Castandet, Grenade-surl’Adour, Lussagnet and Artassenx (indoors).

Beach-volley
There is a beach-volley area surrounding the Adour
banks.

Horse-riding
Pony trekking and individual lessons adapted to all
are given at Bordères-et-Lamensans Horse-Riding
Centre. Tel. : +33 (0) 6 07 75 49 69

Canoeing

87 91 55 ou +33 (0) 6 01 17 38 94

Fishing
Cazères-sur-l’Adour, Grenade-sur-l’Adour, LarrivièreSaint-Savin and Maurrin.

Walks and hikes
Walking, riding and pony trekking
« Rando-guides » are available at the Tourist
Information Centre and the itiAQUI mobile application
is free downloading on AppStore and Google Play.

Western Horse-Riding Centre
Individuallessons(alllevels),training,ponytrekkingonthe
Saligues (around lakes), competition training. Adults and
children from 4 years old. L’Accalmie Western Horse-Riding School is also Quarter Horses breeding and livery.
L’Accalmie - Soizic Champagne. Tel. : +33 (0) 6 07 75 49 69.
E-mail : 3wbarn@gmail.com

Multimedia Libraries
Bascons > 76 rue du Docteur Dupouy

Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 00 31
Wednesday : 11 am - 12 pm, thursday : 3 pm - 7 pm and
sunday : 11 am - 12 pm.
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Grenade-sur-l’Adour > 32 rue des Capucins
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 03 75 36
Tuesday : 2 pm - 6 pm, wednesday : 10 am - 12 pm and 2
pm - 7 pm, friday : 2 pm - 6 pm and saturday : 10 am - 12 pm.

Bordères-et-Lamensans > 168 chemin de Pébon

Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 10 61
Tuesday : 10 am - 12 pm and 3 am - 7 pm, wednesday :
10 am - 6 pm, friday : 10 am - 12 pm and 3 pm - 7 pm and
saturday : 10 am - 12:30 pm. Sunday : 2:30 pm - 5 pm (from
november to march).

Cazères-sur-l’Adour - Le Vignau - Lussagnet

(intermunicipal library) Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 23 74
Tuesday : 4 pm - 7 pm, wednesday : 11 am - 12:30 pm,
thursday : 4 pm - 5:30 pm and saturday : 10 am - 12 pm.

Where to eat ?

...in Bordères-et-Lamensans ...in Le Vignau

Restaurante Chez Gilles

Chez Bibiche (routier)

Bistro de l’Arépic

...in Cazères-sur-l’Adour

...in Grenade-sur-l’Adour

Cafétéria Aliotel

Le Sicilia (pizzeria)

271, avenue des Pyrénées
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 90 25
Open from monday to thursday for
lunch and dinner and friday for lunch

485, route de Bordeaux
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 71 72 72
Open from monday to sunday for
lunch and dinner

431, avenue d’Aquitaine
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 06 59 or +33 (0) 6 78 87 81 11
Open from monday to saturday for
lunch and dinner and friday for lunch

1, avenue de Mont de Marsan
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 44 44
Open moday for lunch - from tuesday to
friday for lunch and dinner - saturday and
sunday for dinner

Guide du Routard
12, rue René Vielle
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 92 37
Open from monday to saturday for
lunch - thursday and friday for dinner

Hôtel de France - Gourmet
Restaurant

6, place des Tilleuls
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 19 02
Open tuesday, wednesday, friday
and saturday for lunch and dinner thursday and sunday for lunch

Hôtel de France - Bistro

Open tuesday, wednesday, friday
and saturday for lunch and dinner thursday and sunday for lunch

Where to sleep ?
Guesthouses

Ferme de Pourrion

Isabelle et Georges
SAINT-GENEZ
2176, route du Tursan
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33(0) 5 58 45 41 86
isabellesaintgenez40@gmail.
com
Price : 40 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 6 pers

Le Coumis

Denise PASCALIN
161, route de l’Henrion
Le Vignau
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 52 25 75
Price : 45 € - 70 €
Guest-table : 15 - 25 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 5 pers

Domaine de
Benauge

Priscille ANCEL
29, chemin de Benauge
Renung
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 71 77 30
ppancel@orange.fr
www.benauge.com
Price : 70 € - 120 €
Guest-table : 20 €
5 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 14 pers

Le Trouilh

Nadine SAVARY
1495, route de Benquet
Saint-Maurice-Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 71 08 68
trouilh.nadine@orange.fr
www.trouilh.fr
Price : 58 € - 110 €
Guest-table : 25 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 10 pers
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Self-Catering Cottages
Pens

Caluchet

Maison Setem

Marie-Edith CASTETS
89, route du Tursan
Bascons
Contact : +33 (0) 6 76 50 00 13
castets.marie-edith@orange.fr
Price : 220 € - 390 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 4 pers

Gudrun HEILIG
2170, chemin de Caluchet
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 18 02
gudrun.heilig@freenet.de
Price : de 350 € - 420 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 5 pers

La Vénerie de
Marrast

Les Charmilles
de Brassens

Monique et Didier
SABOURIN
405, chemin de Peyraborde
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 6 70 83 39 55
didier.sabourin2@wanadoo.fr
Price : 250 € - 450 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 5 pers

Jochem KLUMPEN
2277, avenue de l’Océan
Bordères-et-Lamensans
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 18 64
yoro84@gmail.com
Price : 390 € - 900 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 5 pers
Aquitaine Heritage Site

Yves et Monique BRETHES
458, chemin de Caluchet
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 94 51
yvesmonique.brethes@
orange.fr
Price : 260 € - 400 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 4 pers

Le Clos de l’Adour

Guillaumet

Corinne CARRERE
722, chemin de Malefin
Bordères-et-Lamensans
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 38 02
corinnecar40@gmail.com
Price : 260 € - 460 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 7 pers

Maylis et Christian DEBES
663, chemin de Caluchet
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 47 91
christian.debes@cegetel.net
Price : 430 € - 1 050 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 6 pers

Silver Lake Gîte

De Balloche

Annie CHATRE
1674, route du lac de la Gioule
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 52 23 43
chatregite@orange.fr
Price : 350 € - 450 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 4 pers
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Bernadette et Michel
MALLET
2109, chemin de Péberot
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 44 01 98
michel.mallet0854@orange.fr
Price : 170 € - 265 €
1 room
Accomodation capacity : 2 pers

Cérons I

Marcelle MANCIET
1269, route de la Chalosse
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 40 98
Price : 140 € - 210 €
1 room
Accomodation capacity : 2 pers

Price : 280 € - 430 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 4 pers

Lou Broy Cazaou

Françoise et Philippe
BERTRAND
494, route du Mayre
Saint-Maurice sur-Adour
Contact : 05 58 45 41 02
Price : 250 € - 450 €
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 5 pers

Furnished Rooms

Cérons II

L’Olivier

Marcelle MANCIET
1269, route de la Chalosse
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 40 98
Price : 150 € - 225 €
2 rooms
Accomodation capacity : 3 pers

Marie-Christine FARBOS
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 52 24 84
marie-christine.farbos@
wanadoo.fr
Price : 230 € - 320 €
1 room
Accomodation capacity : 4 pers

Chez Zélinde

Studio
Eliane RECHEDE
3233, route de Mont-de-Marsan
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 12 38
Price : 400 € - 850 €
5 rooms
Accomodationcapacity:10pers

Ferme de Lobit

Joseph DELACHAUX
816, route de Mont-de-Marsan
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 43 76

Yves MARCHETTO
16 place des Tilleuls
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 6 20 05 17 59
yvmar40@orange.fr
Price : 350 € - 420 €
Accomodation capacity : 2 pers

Hotels
Hotels

Aireco

Céline et Bastien ERARD
485, route de Bordeaux
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 71 71 54
+33 (0) 5 58 71 81 94 (Fax)
Price : 34 € - 39 €
Breakfast : 6 €
27 equipped rooms
1 room for disabled
persons

Aliotel

Céline et Bastien ERARD
485, route de Bordeaux
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 71 72 72
contact@hotel-restaurantaliotel.com
Price : 45 € - 49 €
Breakfast : 6 €
34 rooms
2 rooms for disabled
persons

Municipal Campsite

Rue du Parc des Sports - Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 91 14
mairie@grenadesuradour.fr
Accomodation capacity : 50 sites

Motorhome Areas
Place du 09 mars 1962
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 91 14
mairie@grenadesuradour.fr
Free
Parking limited to 1 night
Accomodation capacity : 5

Rooms to rent
La Glycine

Cristel et Sébastien RAVE
48, rue René Vielle
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
541 avenue de Villeneuve
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 45 30 34
Mont de Marsan
cristel.rave@gmail.com
Contact : +33 (0) 5 58 05 87 37
Price : 35 € - 60 €
contact@lemarsantourisme.fr
Breakfast : 5 €
Accomodation capacity : 45
3 rooms
Accomodation capacity :
6 persons

Local producers
Poultry, foie gras
and preserves
Vincent PRIAM
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 6 74 49 58 17
Sabine et Gaston SALIS
40270 Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Tel. : +33 (0) 6 75 18 45 78
Nathalie SAINT-GENEZ
40270 Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 41 86
Jean-Luc et Cathy PERRIN
40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 20 93
Denise PASCALIN
40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 25 75
Chantal et Eric TACHON
40270 Maurrin
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 04 51

Armagnac
Joël DAUCHEZ
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 05 32
Emmanuel DE COUTARD
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 00 53
Christiane LAMOTHE
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 06 63
Jacques JORDANA
40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 25 76

Denise PASCALIN
40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 25 75

Eggs and bio porc
Jacques JEANMOUGIN
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 03 78

Snails
Thibaut COLIN
40270 St Maurice-sur-Adour
Tel. : +33 (0) 6 63 68 49 97

Fruits and vegetables
Maryse HIRIGOYEN
40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 44 01 82
Laurent MOSER
40270 LE Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 52 22 37

Tourtières, Pastis...
La Marquèze
40270 Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 90 05
Nathalie SAINT-GENEZ
40270 Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Tel. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 41 86

Markets
On the place of lime trees in Grenade sur l’Adour,
on monday morning, traditional market (vegetables, cold cuts, cheese, clothes…),
on wednesday morning (vegetables and dairy products),
on saturday morning, market of local producers.
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Events 2016
TOURIST OFFICE’S EXHIBITIONS
From 11th april till 20th may
Wild’s animals paintings

From 23th may till 1st july
Eclectic exhibition

From 4th july till 12th august
Photos of La Grange Association

From 16th august till 16th september
Paintings and sculptures

From 19th september till 21th october
Paintings by Jean-Pierre Etchemaïté

From 24th october till 25th november
Photos

From 28 november till 30th december
th

Paintings of communities in winter

LOCAL CELEBRATIONS
BORDÈRES-ET-LAMENSANS - 21-25 april
+33 (0) 5 58 45 40 68
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - 3-5 june
+33 (0) 5 58 45 47 99
ARTASSENX - 24-27 june
+33 (0) 5 58 44 08 33
CASTANDET - 7-11 july
+33 (0) 6 77 07 21 52
MAURRIN - 5-8 august
+33 (0) 5 58 44 08 05
BASCONS - 12-15 august
+33 (0) 6 73 82 66 49
LARRIVIÈRE-ST-SAVIN - 26-28 august
+33 (0) 6 47 64 92 74
LE VIGNAU - 12-15 august
+33 (0) 6 79 10 50 48
CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR - 19-21 august
+33 (0) 6 73 06 33 20
ST-MAURICE-SUR-ADOUR - 9-11 september
+33 (0) 6 23 18 22 27

ANIMATIONS
BORDERES-ET-LAMENSANS - april 12th
Discovery of reptilian and treasure hunt
ARTASSENX - april 14th
Wild plants but chewable !
(Festival « du Pied aux Sentiers Landais »)
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - april 19th
Spring of amphibians
CAZERES-SUR-L’ADOUR - may 21th
Festival of Saligues - Festivity of the nature
BORDERES-ET-LAMENSANS - may 29th
Festival of the game - +33 (0) 5 58 45 10 61
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - june 25th
Concert of Pays Grenadois music school students
LARRIVIERE-SAINT-SAVIN - july 8th
Concert « Border Line »
BORDERES-ET-LAMENSANS - july 13th
Geology, cobbles and games on the Saligues
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - july 18th
Torchlight visit
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - july 19th
Fishing feet in water
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - july 26th
Day TER - Patience for passions
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - july 27th
Restoration of paintings

SAINT-MAURICE-SUR-ADOUR - august 1st
Visit of the church
CASTANDET - august 2nd
Visit of a potter’s kiln
BORDERES-ET-LAMENSANS - august 8th
The horse all upset - +33 (0) 6 07 75 49 69
GRENADE SUR-L’ADOUR - august 9th
Creation of holiday album
SAINT-MAURICE-SUR-ADOUR - august 10th
Gascon ball
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - august 17th
Welcome the small wildlife species at home
CASTANDET - august 27th
Games of yesterday adn today - 05 58 44 02 61
LE VIGNAU - september 30th
Show « When Mozart meet the Hip-Hop »
CASTANDET - october 20th
Share our knowledge !
PAYS GRENADOIS - october 21th and 23th
Route Media Library - The correspondence
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR - november 23th
All on a course against waste
CAZERES-SUR-L’ADOUR - 27 de noviembre
Adour, free river
SAINT-MAURICE-SUR-ADOUR - december 9th
Cinema-aperitif « It was a forest » - (documentary)

Informations (unless otherwise stated) +33 (0) 5 58 45 45 98

